Study in

the Nordic countries

Nordic Countries
Government: Constitutional Monarchy
Capital: Copenhagen
Population: 5,6 mill.
Currency: Danish krone

Government: Constitutional Monarchy
Capital: Stocholm
Population: 9,5 mill.
Currency: Swedish krona

Government: Parliamentery republic
Capital: Helsinki
Population: 5,4 mill.
Currency: Euro

Government: Constitutional Monarchy
Capital: Oslo
Population: 5 mill.
Currency: Norwegian krone
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About the inbound program
E

xplorius is excited to offer international students high school programs where they can
experience the life and culture of the Nordic countries - Denmark, Sweden, Norway and
Finland. Away from the more traditional exchange destinations students that attend this
program will experience truly unique traditions, languages and ways of life.
Even though most of the Nordic countries all have areas close to the Nort Pole there are big
differences between them as well as even within them. They all have one thing in common
though - they offer experiences that cannot be found anywhere else!

Services included
Application review and process
Host family placement in volunteer family
School placement
Airport pick up at arrival in host country
Welcome package including essential information
Visa and registration assistance (excluding fees)
Guidance and support by Local Coordinator
24-hour emergency support
Regular status reports to sending organization

Placements

A

ll placements in host families and high schools are done by representatives of Explorius Education. All schools are state schools that accept the students with no tuition charge. The families
are volunteer families that are eager to share their homes, culture and traditions with an international student. All families are visited and interviewed by Explorius Education representatives that
are fully supported by their central offices in each country. In the pages to follow, these dedicated
offices have personally described their home country.
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Welcome to Denmark

D

enmark has a lot to offer. We are a very old
country with a history going back to the Vikings. We have beautiful cities like Copenhagen
with the little mermaid, charming old houses
and the royal castle, Odense, where the world
famous story writer H.C.
Andersen was born, and
Aarhus with the wonderful “old town”.

T

hrougout Denmark,
you will find amazingly beautiful old buildings dating back several
hundred years and a lot
of coastline, you will
never be far from the sea
and other countries. We
offer cultural heritage
and modern
international urban culture at the same time. In
Addition, Denmark has a
lot of farmland.
We have four seasons
of weather but it rarely
gets very hot in the summer or very cold in the
winter.

D

anes are easygoing, friendly people who
love to bike, to live an independent life, to
celebrate birthdays and holiday traditions and
to spend a cozy time with eachother. There
is even a special Danish word for that called
“hygge”.

A

s an Explorius exchange student, you will
stay in one of our selected host families and
attend a local school Monday to Friday. You can
choose to stay for five or ten months starting in
January or August. A typical
Danish school year begins in mid-august and
ends in late June with a sixweek summer
holiday. Other vacations are a
week off in
October, a week off for
Christmas and a week off
in February. To become an
exchange
student with us, you must
be 15-18 years old upon arrival. During your stay you
will meet a lot of new friends
and we incourage you to take
part in the activities of the
local community! Maybe you
will try soccer , handball or
ice-skating? Danes often have
local clubs for different interests. This is a great way to
meet new friends and learn
more about Denmark. You
will also be able to celebrate
some of our typical traditions as for Easter
(March/April), Midsummer (June), Lucia and
other Christmas traditions (December) We have
even taken up Halloween over the past years.

Y

ou will meet regularly with your local
coordinator as well as learn more about
Denmark and take part in activities together
with us. Your local coordinator is there to
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The Danish experience
support you and answer questions at
any time. Don´t ever hesitate to call.
Your host family and local school will
also be happy to help you. Compared to
people from other cultures, Danes are
considered very independent in their
way of being. Young people, boys
and girls, normally have the freedom to
go out by themselves and take initiatives to do what they want, but they are
expected to be very responsible as well.
If you are ready for that, Denmark has a
lot to offer you.

D

uring your stay you will also be an
ambassador for your home culture,
so be prepared for all types of questions about your country. Maybe your
school will ask you to make a presentation about yourself and your country in
class. Your friends will be very curious
to get to know you but maybe also a little shy to speak English and your family
will want to take you to meet the rest
of their family and friends.

I

f you would like to learn more general
information about
Denmark and see pictures, please visit
www.visitdenmark.com. If you have
questions about our program please
contact our representatives in your country or
visit www.explorius.dk for further information.

Kan du lige kartofler ?

W

e welcome you to Denmark and are
looking forward to seeing you!
Vi ses!

Det her er sjovt...

Davs!
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Welcome to Sweden
S

A

A

I

weden has a lot more than meatballs and
Ikea to offer. Sweden´s exceptional natural
scenery and enormous tracts of untouched
wilderness are a major attraction as well as
cities such as the nations capital Stockholm
with natural beauty, cultural heritage and
modern international urban culture. We are a
long country with big difference in landscape
between north and
south. In the north
we have the mountains, the nordic
light, the bigger
national parks and
major areas with
forest. In the southern parts of the
country population
is more dense with
towns and cities
located less far from
each other. It is
also in the southern
parts of the country you will find the three
major cities: Stockholm, Gothenburg and
Malmö.

rt, music and nature are important to
Swedes not only today but also from a
historical point of view. Swedes are friendly
people who enjoy travelling and experiencing
new cultures (as well as sharing their own!)
Even if Swedes are proud of their country they
love to visit different parts of the world and are
interested in learning more about other countries.

s an exchange student, you stay in one of
our selected host families and attend a local
school Monday to Friday. Some of the schools
in Sweden are private, but are still free of
charge. It is not mandatory to take extra
language courses, but we encourage our inbound students to participate in courses as it
has a positive effect on schoolwork and
socializing. You can
choose to stay for five
or ten months starting
in January or August.
A typical Swedish
school year begins in
mid-August and ends
in early June with a
ten weeks summer
holiday. To become an
exchange student with
us, you must be 15-18
years old upon arrival.
Explorius offers a Soft
Landing Camp in
January and August, and also arranges
student trips to other Nordic countries during
the school year for an additional fee.
n Sweden students normally attend sports and
other spare time activities outside of school.
These activities are arranged by clubs and institutions in the local community. Find out what
interests your new classmates have and join
them! This is a great way to meet new friends
and learn more about Sweden. You will also
be able to celebrate some of our typical traditions; Easter (March/April) Midsummer (June),
Crayfish party (August) and Lucia (December)
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The Swedish experience
Explorius staff keeps you busy too! You
will meet regularly with your local coordinator as well as learn more about
Sweden and take part in activities
together with us. Your local coordinator is there to support you and answer
questions. You can contact him or her
at anytime.

D

uring your stay you will also be an
ambassador for your home culture,
so be prepared for all types of questions about your country. You might
wake up an interest from Swedes to go
see your country on a future holiday.

T

o learn more general information
about Sweden, please visit www.
sweden.se. If you have questions
about our program, please contact
our representatives in your country
or visit www.educatius.org for further
information! We are very much looking
forward to welcome you to Sweden! Vi
ses!

Hur är läget?

Var är vägen till poolen?
Jättebra!
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Welcome to Finland
F

inland! One of the most northern countries in Europe, this distant corner of the
world has always excited people´s imagination.
Finland is known as a land of vast wilderness
areas, white snow and the home country of
Santa Claus, Nokia and Heavy Metal bands, but
it is also so much more. Finland is full of interesting contrasts, such as the four seasons, the
midnight sun and the long winter nights and
the different cultural
heritages of the eastern
and western parts of the
country.

T

he colours of
Finland´s national
flag with its blue cross
on a white background
symbolise the country;
the blue represents
the thousands of lakes
while white stands for
snow, ice and the light
summer nights. Interms
of area, Finland is the
seventh biggest country
in Europe; 10% of its
surface is covered by water and 69% of forests.
The people who live in the land of winter, snow
and endless summer nights are often described
to be quiet and even shy, but once you get to
know a Finn, you´ll find a friendly, honest and
warm personality underneath the calm surface.
Finns are very proud of their modern welfare
state and describe themselves to be a silent but
strong nation with friendly and genuine people.
Even though Finland is one of the northernmost

countries in the world, the climate is not as freezing as one might suggest, partly because of the
warming influence of the Gulf Stream. Summer
temperatures encourage sun bathing, and the short,
but spectacular spring and autumn seasons help to
counterbalance the effect of the winter. And at least
inside it´s never cold; Finns learnt long ago how
to build warm houses.Finland´s culture has always
been strongly influenced by the seasons, winter
particularly. In wintertime snow
brightens up the landscape
when the hours of daylight are
short. In Helsinki, the capital of
Finland, the contrast between
the unfrozen sea and fresh,
white snow is striking. In Lapland the aurora borealis lighten
up the arctic sky. The midsummer festival is a highlight of the
summer that makes people stir
from the long hibernation. The
sun doesn´t even set at night!
Finnish people sure know how
to have fun during these summer months when nature is at
it´s best. Finnish summer is full
of different kind of events, festivals and concerts. It is sure to say that Finns feel
happiest when sitting and relaxing on the jetty of
their lakeside cottage on a summer evening. If you
spend summertime in Finland, you will most likely
enjoy a beautiful summer evening with barbeque,
sauna, and swimming in the lake. It is not possible
to talk about Finland without mentioning sauna.!
Sauna is not the only Finnish word to have entered
the world vocabulary - it´s a ritual, an institution,
an essential element of the Finnish way of life. It
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The Finnish experierience
can also be very relaxing, exhilarating
and enjoyable, and no visit to Finland is
complete without sampling the sauna.
The Finnish sauna has it´s own unique
character and traditions. These days it´s a
common luxury - there are reckoned to be
about 1,6 saunas for every Finn - although
it was once at the very heart of rural
Finland, serving as a focus for family and
community.
In your spare time you´ll have the chance
to try different kinds of
activities. SPort is considered a national
pastime in Finland and many Finns visit
different sporting events on a regular
basis.The official Finnish summer sport
is a team game called “pesäpallo”, and it
is a unique hybrid of American baseball.
The most popular forms of sport in terms
of television viewers are ice-hockey and
Formula One. Even smaller cities offer
good oportunities for young people to try
different kinds of sports and other activities, such as music. Local clubs are also an
excellent way to meet people and make
new friends. Maybe you´ll find yourself a
new hobby such as downhill skiing or ice
hockey!
As an exchange student you will live in as selected host family who is ready to share their
Finnish culture, language and daily life with
you. In Finland students attend school from
Monday to Friday and all pupils at primary and
secondary levels enjoy a free meal every day at
school. School year starts usually in mid August and ends in the beginning of June with a
ten weeks summer holiday. During your stay in
Finland, Educatius organizes some trips and gettogethers with other exchange students. You
will also meet regularly your local coordinator
who is there for you and whom you can contact
any time for support or questions.
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Finnish people are very eager to share a little
of the Finnish way of life with you but they also
show great interest towards different countries
and cultures. So be prepared to answer many
questions about your home country. In Finland,
you will most likely make friends for life!
If you have any further qustions for our program in Finland, feel free to contact our representatives in your home country or visit www.
explorius.org for further information!
We are looking forward to seeing you in Finland!

Welcome to Norway
M

any tourists claim that a visit to Norway is
like being in a fairytale. Visitors have long
been captivated by the spectacular fjords, rugged coastline and stunning waterfalls cascading
from enormous glaciers, spectacular mountains
and tranquile valleys. This magnificent scenery
and untamed nature is never far away, even in
the biggest cities. Norway is the land of the
midnight sun in the summer and shimmering
Northern lights during winter.

T

his is a country
where music,
art and literature
are part of the soul,
where sports such as
skiing and football
are actively pursued,
and where current
affairs are
passionately
debated. Norway is the home of the Nobel
Peace Prize. and the capital, Oslo, is a vibrant
city located around a harbour and guarded by a
700-year old fortified castle.

N

orwegians are proud to have four very
different times of the year and they are
eager to take advantage of the seasonal
changes. During winter, crosscountry skiing is
a common activity in most regions and the skiing tracks are never far away. The many winter sports centers offer alpine slopes for both
beginners and experienced skiers. As a result,
Norwegians enjoy being one of the world´s top
skiing nations. Winter is also the time to spend
time with friends and family inside, cooking or

watching a film under blankets.

T

he arrival of spring brings long light-filled
days. Norway celebrate the Independence
Day on the 17th of May with children´s parades,
marching bands, traditional costumes and
festivities. In the summer, Norwegians head for
the islands and skerries.There are boat festivals,
fairs and games all the way along the coast. Autumn is the season for
theatre-going, concerts,
opera (in our new,
stunning opera-house),
dance, film premieres
and art exhibitions. In
essence, Norway has
everything you need!

N

orwegians are
hospitable and
friendly people who
will welcome you to
their home with great pleasure. They will enjoy
travelling and getting to know new people as
well as sharing their own culture.

N

orwegians are proud of their country and
history, which is noticeable on the important holiday of 17th of May, Independence Day
. Yet, the national-romantic outlook does not
prevent Norwegians from welcoming foreigners into their culture. It will not take long before you feel at least partly Norwegian.

A

s an exchange student, you stay in one of
our selected host families and attend a local
school Monday to Friday.
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The Norwegian experience
Y

ou can choose to stay for five or
ten months starting in January or
August.A typical Norwegian school year
begins in mid-August and ends in early
June with a ten-week summer holiday.
To become an exchange student with
us, you must be 15-18 years old upon
arrival.During your stay you will meet
a lot of new friends and we encourage
you to take part in the activities of the
local community! Whether you enjoy
sports and want to try skiing, ice-skating or football or you love culture and
history; Norway has it all.

N

orwegians tend to have local clubs
for different interests and it´s
useful and fun to join in any of these
clubs. This is a great way to meet new
friends and learn about Norway too.
You will also be able to celebrate some
of our typical traditions such as Christmas, especially the celebration of Lucia
and advent in December, 17th of May our national day. You will meet regularly with your local coordinator as well
as learn more about Norway and take
part in activities together with us. Your
local coordinator is there to support
you and can be contacted any time.
During your stay you will also be an ambassador for your home culture, so be prepared to
answer questions about your country.

P

Hei, hvordan går det ?

lease visit www.visitnorway.com for more
information about Norway in general.

Takk skal du ha!
Vær så god...
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My exchange student life...
I am impressed by my host family, they are very kind to me. I don’t
get homesick because they make me feel like I am a part of the
family. We did many things together in the weekends and in the
vacation like Danish traditions such as walk in forest after christmas day. I am impressed by my organisation ‘Explorius’ and my
contact person, they are very nice, they help me very much when
I have problems and they take all exchange student to share our
times in Denmark so I meet many lovely people from around the
world. I will never forget them.

Pimmada

I get to see many new things and it is a big experience to get to
know this country, Denmark.
I have learned so many things from studying abroad and it really helps me to put my life and experiences into perspective and
opens me up to so many incredible opportunities. I meet people
from all over the world, get many new friends. I learn how to live
independently and deal with different circumstances and challenges on a daily basis.

Thailand

My name is Giulia, i’m 17 years old and I’m an Exchange Student
from Brazil in Sweden. One of the most amazing experience I
have ever done in my life! I came In a country where I had no idea
about nothing, people, culture, language,…I came completely
alone! And “alone” I could learn the “real” of the life and grow up
my mind about the world.

Giulia

When you do an Exchange Student you don’t do only because of
the language, you learn to be more responsible, you learn to give
value to your home, your family and your friends, you learn to be
stronger when you miss someone.
In Sweden the people received me so good, the Swedes in general
are so friendly and they respect so much your “space”. I could see
that they are so much concerned in studies, they really care and
do their best to try to help you.
Explorious is great support, always when I need something is just
send a message and together we solve it. We have some meetings
and that’s important for them know if it is going everything well.
xperie

Brasil
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My stay in Finland is memorable, I have so much to tell…
I appreciate my host family and my friends here. They are so nice and
lovely, that I never feel homesick. I go skiing in winter and camping in
summer with my host family. Also, I participate in the Wanhat prom
with my friends, it is a traditional dancing party in the school in Finland, which is very different from my country, Taiwan.
I have Finnish lessons twice a week, and I join the art school as a
hobby. Moreover, I usually go swimming with my siblings or friends.
It fills up my time after school. In the weekend, I often enjoy a movie
or TV programs with my host family or stay an overnight with my
friends.
Although the weather in winter is really cold, but I get used to it easily. After the winter darkness , then the brightness will come. I have
also traveled to many countries with my host mother and the siblings, such as Estonia, Germany, Sweden, Denmark.
All good things come to an end. After my exchange year in Finland, I
believe I will miss here very much, “Experience is the best teacher”, I
am now more independent and braver to face my life in future!

Vicky
Taiwan

Norway is an extremely beautiful country. Some of the
things i like about Harstad is the scenery. You can see the
ocean from almost anywhere you are and sometimes it
looks as if someone painted the sky because of how gorgeous it is. Since Harstad is considered a small town in
Norway you have a better opportunity to meet people.
People here are also very generous. One time I was out
drinking coffee with a friend but i did not have enough
money for a latte but she gave it to me anyway.
Also fishing in the ocean is really fun. I am not a very patient person and I usually give up after an hour of fishing
in a lake but my first time fishing in the ocean I caught at
least 8 fish within an hour.
Also I have noticed that norwegians are very active.
Since I have been here I have been hiking where I met
some sheep, gone fishing on a motorboat and a real fishing
USA
boat, we have gone skiing a few times, been to concerts and
so many other activities. There are so many things to do here, whether it is just watching movies
with friends, sitting in your room painting or drawing, or going on walks. Learning norwegian is a
bit difficult at times but when your with friends it can be quite funny. One time I was bowling with
a few friends and pulled a small american prank on one of the girls and I tried saying I love you to
her because thats something we say in america. So as we are all laughing I say “æ elske du”. They
all start laughing at me and once they calmed down enough to talk they told me that its “æ elske
deg”. So those are some good memories I have made in Norway.

Sam
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Contact details
DENMARK
Filmbyen 14, 2650 Hvidovre
+45 70 26 20 02
post@explorius.dk
www.explorius.dk
SWEDEN
Luntmakargatan 34 111 37 Stockholm
+46 08-411 23 30
post@explorius.se
www.explorius.se
FINLAND
Ratakatu 1 b A 1, 00120 Helsinki
+358 010 321 1930
post@explorius.fi
www.explorius.fi
NORWAY
Nedre Slottsgate 15, 0157 Oslo
+47 21 37 75 09
post@explorius.no
www.explorius.no

